**Humanities, Arts and Social Sciences (HASS) Degrees: Powering Workforce Transformation Through Creativity, Critical Thinking and Human Interaction**

With HASS graduates comprising almost two thirds of Australia’s future workforce it is essential that their contribution is properly understood.

As work is transformed by accelerating automation and digitisation, skills such as problem solving, communication and design thinking are among those most in demand by employers. This is particularly true in technical fields where collaboration is recognised as key to translating technical and scientific developments into societal advances. As industry and society adapt to new ways of working, business reconnects with people and traditional career trajectories give way to portfolio careers and the gig economy, enterprising and entrepreneurial skills will be increasingly necessary to individuals and organisations.

In contrast with the ‘technical and specialist skills’ associated with STEM, there is no readily available shorthand for HASS. This report reviews recent literature and analysis to make the case for a clearer articulation of the value of HASS in the context of Australia’s future workforce.

The key messages of this report are:

1. HASS supplies two thirds of Australia’s workforce
2. The contribution of HASS has been undervalued
3. HASS skills are highly prized by all industry sectors
4. HASS skills are increasingly relevant to Australia’s future workforce
5. Everyone benefits from improved understanding of HASS
1. HASS supplies two thirds of Australia’s workforce

The Humanities, Arts and Social Sciences, or HASS disciplines, occupy a significant place in Australian education, work and life. Their combined popularity has seen sustained levels of student enrolment, with 64% of graduates entering the workforce from higher education doing so with a qualification in HASS. The versatility and diversity of HASS subjects make them widely accessible and broadly appealing, adding to their popularity among learners of all ages and all stages of education. A HASS education equips workers with essential skills to participate in the workforce and to make meaningful contributions to wider society.

The Council for the Humanities, Arts and Social Sciences (CHASS) provides a description of HASS.

**What is HASS?**

The Humanities, Arts and Social Sciences (HASS) are critically important to Australia. They play a key role in the national innovation system and underpin the development of our society, culture and individual identity. CHASS works towards greater recognition of people, projects and organisations working in the sector and to strengthen their capacity to contribute.

A 2008 report on the sector by the London School of Economics for the British Academy identifies a broad group of academic disciplines dedicated to the study of society, the economy, business, governance, history and culture. Researchers are also identifying the emergence of new disciplines to tackle some of the major challenges facing contemporary society and cross over with the traditional science areas.

A small sample of these disciplines indicates the breadth and importance of the HASS disciplines. In the humanities, these include philosophy, languages, literature studies, history and anthropology. In the social sciences, they include economics, sociology, education, social policy, social work and demography. Emerging areas of crossover include law, linguistics, cultural studies and geography, while the creative arts areas cross into design, architecture and landscape architecture.

Together these disciplines drive activity in major organisations and institutions across Australian society and are major contributors to prosperity and productivity growth. Research, design and development are dependent on their new knowledge. Publishers and museums and galleries are major organisations using HASS skills and knowledge to reach out to Australian communities, while in our universities and research institutions there is a rich tradition of academic study, which give students and graduates knowledge to take a role as citizens and community members.

In Australia, the sustained popularity of the HASS disciplines among young people is evidenced by the size and strength of higher education programs, with HASS students accounting for almost two thirds of Australia’s domestic enrolments. The humanities are the disciplines in highest demand for tertiary study and students in the humanities, culture and social sciences,
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1 Australian Academy of the Humanities (2014) *Mapping the Humanities, Arts and Social Sciences in Australia*,
2 Adapted from ‘What is HASS’, Council for the Humanities, Arts and Social Sciences accessed 28 August 2018.
social work and communication areas are among the most satisfied with their overall education experience.³

**Australian Domestic Student Enrolment, 2016⁴**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Field of Education</th>
<th>Number of enrolments</th>
<th>Proportion of enrolments</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HASS</td>
<td>673,598</td>
<td>59%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Education</td>
<td>120,598</td>
<td>10.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Management and Commerce</td>
<td>190,110</td>
<td>16.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Society and Culture</td>
<td>282,900</td>
<td>24.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Creative Arts</td>
<td>79,990</td>
<td>7.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STEM</td>
<td>443,973</td>
<td>39%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Natural and Physical Sciences</td>
<td>99,071</td>
<td>8.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Information Technology</td>
<td>32,376</td>
<td>2.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Engineering and Related Technologies</td>
<td>67,729</td>
<td>6.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Architecture and Building</td>
<td>24,377</td>
<td>2.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Agriculture Environmental and Related Studies</td>
<td>14,271</td>
<td>1.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Health</td>
<td>206,149</td>
<td>18.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Others</td>
<td>20,455</td>
<td>2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Food Hospitality and Personal Services</td>
<td>2,362</td>
<td>0.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mixed Field Programs</td>
<td>11,193</td>
<td>1.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-Award course</td>
<td>6,900</td>
<td>0.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td><strong>1,138,026</strong></td>
<td><strong>100%</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

³ QILT (2017) *Graduate Outcomes Survey* Table 40.
2. HASS skills are highly prized by all industry sectors

Analysts agree that specialist technical skills deliver results most effectively in combination with skills of creativity and communication and with emphasis on human factors. Deloitte have demonstrated that ‘design lies at the heart of the IT worker of the future’, and that ‘designing engaging solutions requires creative talent’ drawn from graphic designers, user experience engineers, cultural anthropologists, and behavioural psychologists. The Regional Australia Institute predicts that the most in-demand jobs in Australia by 2030 will mix high tech, high touch, and high care activities. The link between HASS and innovation also has been recognised by the Senate Standing Committee for Economics and the Business Council of Australia.

Deloitte (2016) *The Future of the Workforce: Critical drivers and challenges*

It is about balance: technical skills are not sufficient by themselves. Problems are much more likely to be solved in teams, meaning that employers will require a range of other cognitive skills and abilities from their workers, such as complex problem solving, reasoning, comprehension, and social. These skills lend themselves to the application of technical skills, which have arguably been in demand for many years, but again are growing in importance. The effects of this are already evident in the United Kingdom and Australia, where official statistics show that graduates of STEM subjects have, in some cases, significantly higher unemployment rates than graduates of non-STEM subjects like the humanities.

In markets where there has been such a focus on STEM skills development, it is easy to lose sight of the importance of these broader skills and therefore overlook providing quality education in this area, which incidentally, are skills not yet easily replicated by machines.

While ‘non-technical’ skills are critical components of 21st century employability, they are also in short supply globally. Research from the UK, based on a survey of 91,000 British businesses, shows that soft skills are associated with between 33%-40% of all reported skills-shortage vacancies. In a 2002 federal government survey, all businesses identified the importance of skills including communication, problem solving, self-management and initiative in new hires. Even in specialised vocations such as IT, executives now rank ‘liquid skills’ over deep expertise. Further, the demand for ‘non-technical’ skills is increasing. The World Economic Forum (WEF) suggests that by 2020, overall social skills will be in higher demand across industries than narrow technical skills. Australian employers now ask for ‘enterprise skills’ as often as technical skills.

Foundation for Young Australians (FYA) report in *The New Basics* that the proportion of (Australian) jobs that demand digital literacy has increased by 212%, critical thinking by 158%,
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creativity by 65% and presentation skills by 25%. Finally, according to the *Graduate Careers Australia* survey, 23% of employers reported that they would have recruited more graduates had the candidates been equipped with better non-technical skills, particularly communication.


The value of our investment in STEM will be diminished if our practitioners operate without due regard for Australians, and their wants, needs, aspirations and concerns. STEM must therefore relate to valuable work in the social sciences and humanities. These disciplines are critical to our understanding and recording of our world: our cultures, our knowledge of society and the relationships within society. Work in the social sciences and humanities is vital to our deep understanding of the social context. Their contribution will contribute to a creative and innovative Australia. It is this context that will influence the extent to which STEM can be effective.

### 3. The contribution of HASS has been undervalued

Typically considered ‘hard’ subjects, the STEM disciplines have tended to attract students in fewer numbers than HASS. This has led to a variety of initiatives, spanning many decades, to quantify and articulate the benefits of STEM for industry, the economy and society and to promote uptake, engagement and investment. With STEM routinely characterised as ‘difficult’, ‘important’ and ‘relevant’, HASS subjects now risk being seen as ‘easy’, less important and less relevant by employers and wider society.

**Anna Moro, Associate Dean, Humanities, McMaster University**

I don’t know why we call them ‘soft skills.’

They’re certainly not easy to learn, although they are as valuable and necessary as the skills doctors use in surgery, bankers use to assess risk and physicists use to split atoms. Communication, observation, empathy and logical thinking: These precious and frequently undervalued skills have everyday names.

I prefer to call them ‘essential skills,’ because we all need them every day, though we don’t always use them well. They are the foundational skills that allow us to learn and live and work productively with other people. They are the skills that determine our chances of succeeding. They are the skills of leadership.

These essential skills are the ones most sought by some of the largest, most successful organizations. Those blue-chip employers recognize that their future leaders are people who can understand and communicate about the world around them, who can see the whole picture and find ways to fit into it.
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12 Foundation for Young Australians (2016a) *The New Basics.*
15 A. Moro, *The Conversation*, 06/06/18 *How a humanities degree will serve you in a disruptive economy.*
Attempts to articulate the value of the humanities are often framed with reference to the broader lack of understanding of the nature and value of the skills being described. As Moro, Bridgstock and others explain, job specific terminology and empty terms such as ‘non-technical’ or ‘generic skills’ do not reflect the scale and breadth of what HASS graduates can do.\textsuperscript{16} This not only undermines the value of HASS education but limits the ability of graduates to realise the full benefit of their education in the workforce and wider society.

4. HASS skills are increasingly relevant to Australia’s future workforce

There are many predictions for rapid transformations in how we live, work and learn: in August 2018, a google search into the ‘future of work’ delivered over two billion results.\textsuperscript{17} According to WEF’s 2016 report on the Future of Jobs, some 65\% of children entering primary school today will work in jobs that do not yet exist.\textsuperscript{18} Reports by organisations such as the Business Council of Australia, CSIRO, Deloitte, Ernst and Young, WEF and NESTA present analysis and projections for workforce disruption in Australia and around the world, each identifying a range of drivers for change and their anticipated impacts.

\begin{quote}
\textbf{The Business Council of Australia (2017) Future-Proof Protecting Australians Through Education And Skills}

- Technology will largely replace tasks and activities, rather than whole occupations.
- As technology reshapes the tasks and activities that people perform, our economy will increasingly become the domain of skilled workers who can harness and augment technology.
  - The very nature and type of jobs that people perform is changing.
  - Digital peer-to-peer platforms will allow people to perform a range of jobs at once or pursue their own entrepreneurial ambitions in their spare time.
- There will also be growing demand and value placed on non-routine jobs such as carers that require intensive human interaction and interpersonal skills.
- The future workforce is likely to be increasingly mobile across jobs, across employers and geographic boundaries.
- To prepare for the jobs of the future, our schools, VET and HE sectors will need to operate as one system, providing Australians with a strong foundation, and being available and responsive to Australians throughout their working lives.
- In this new world, a qualification based on technical skills and knowledge is unlikely to be enough. Employers will be looking for a mixture of values such as accountability, honesty and a work ethic, behaviours such as adaptability, collaboration and resilience, and skills such as business literacy, critical analysis and problem-solving.\textsuperscript{19}
\end{quote}

\textsuperscript{17} Ernst and Young (2018) \textit{Can the universities of today lead learning for tomorrow?}
\textsuperscript{18} World Economic Forum (2016) \textit{The Future of Jobs.}
\textsuperscript{19} The Business Council of Australia (October 2017) \textit{Future-Proof Protecting Australians Through Education And Skills.}
In spite of the volume of material available on workforce transformation, limited analysis has been done about the specific contribution to be made by HASS graduates. In many reports, such as those from the Office of the Chief Scientist (2016), the Business Council of Australia (2017) and WEF (2018) highlighted in this study, HASS skills are identified (often anonymously) as key aspects of a response to technological and other forms of disruption, but without any detailed consideration of the implications for the future of HASS education.

**Digital Disruption**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>World Economic Forum, Global Competitiveness Report 2017–2018</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The pace and disruptiveness of technological change are creating unprecedented opportunities and challenges that are set to be amplified by the convergence of digital, physical, and biological technologies that are characterizing the emerging Fourth Industrial Revolution.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>These emerging technologies have immense potential to be a source of growth, but their future evolution is uncertain. A key challenge is how to unlock their potential in a way that benefits society as a whole given that they can profoundly reshape the national and global distributions of income and opportunities and lead to significant structural transformations.20</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The automation of tasks that previously relied on human labour and rapid advancements in digital technologies are the most widely researched and publicly discussed trends in the future of work literature. According to a 2015 report by PricewaterhouseCoopers, 44% of Australian jobs will be affected by automation in the next decade or two.21 The Foundation for Young Australians reports that up to 70% of young Australians are getting their first job in roles that will either be radically changed or lost in the next 10-15 years due to automation. With today's education largely aligned with old patterns of employment, as many as 60% of current students are still being trained for these jobs.22

In its 2016 report, Tomorrow’s Digitally Enabled Workforce: Megatrends and scenarios for jobs and employment in Australia over the coming twenty years, the CSIRO speculates on possible future job types resulting from impending digital technology disruption. New roles with an emphasis on human factors are forecast in areas such as complex decision support analysis, customer experience, personalised health and online chaperoning.23

On 19 October 2017 the Australian Senate established a Select Committee on the Future of Work and Workers to report on the impact of technological and other change on the future of work and workers in Australia.24 According to analysis by QUT’s Real World Futures team, ‘There is a consistent view across the groups the Senate committee is hearing from that the worker of the future will need technical skills but will be most likely succeed if they are complemented by creative problem solving ability, strong communication and flexibility for
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21 PricewaterhouseCoopers (2015, April) A Smart Move: Future proofing Australia’s workforce by growing skills in science, technology, engineering and maths (STEM).
23 CSIRO (January 2016) Tomorrow’s Digitally Enabled Workforce: Megatrends and scenarios for jobs and employment in Australia over the coming twenty years.
By the time of the extended deadline for submissions in February 2018, over 150 submissions had been made to the Inquiry. The Select Committee was due to report in June but the deadline has been extended twice, possibly as a result of the significant complexity and uncertainty of the future landscape of work in Australia.

**Human factors**

**Deloitte (2017) The Rise of the Social Enterprise**

The rise of the social enterprise requires a determined focus on building social capital by engaging with diverse stakeholders, accounting for external trends, creating a sense of mission and purpose throughout the organization, and devising strategies that manage new societal expectations. At stake is nothing less than an organization’s reputation, relationships, and, ultimately, success or failure.

In this new era, human capital is inextricably tied to social capital. This reality demands a fundamental pivot in how organizations do business today— and how they prepare for the human capital challenges of the future.26

Widespread automation and digitisation will lead to a reduction in reliance on traditional work roles, with a corresponding rise in jobs relying on human factors and face to face interaction. In considering future demands for personalised experience and collaborative teams with diverse skills and backgrounds, the terms ‘soft’, ‘touch’, or ‘right brain skills’ are used to characterise the inter-personal qualities required to manage oneself and one’s interactions with others. Such skills are vital where customer service, face-to-face interaction, and working collaboratively are core to the business model. They include communication, teamwork, time-management, decision-making, initiative, and taking responsibility.27

Continued market and labour force globalisation and increasing longevity will drive new approaches to service and communication. WEF recognises the growing importance of ‘cultural and civic literacy’, the ‘ability to understand, appreciate, analyse and apply knowledge of the humanities’.28 Language learning and inter-cultural brokerage are also capacities that meet the demands of a rapidly expanding, and globalised services sector.

**New ways of working: flexibility and mobility**

Among the future workforce trends identified in the literature are: new modes of work and employment, more volatile career trajectories, increased emphasis on lifelong learning and greater connectivity between an individual’s economic and social lives, between work and private life. WEF has identified the ‘changing nature of work/ flexible work’29 as the top socio-economic trend affecting all industry worldwide. A culture of entrepreneurialism will have a strong influence on the structure of the market, with future jobs characterised by flexibility, portfolio and multiple part-time work, job mobility, and greater workplace diversity.30
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Today’s young Australians may have as many as five different careers and 17 changes in employers over their working lives. Survey data suggests that some 30% of Australia’s workforce is currently engaged in flexible work, including moonlighting, multiple casual roles, and independent contracting. These trends are accelerating.

A longitudinal study of Oxford University humanities graduates found that hiring and career advancement rely on an ‘individual’s capacity to continue to learn new technical and other skills, communicate well, and adapt actively in the context of new challenges posed by changes in the economy and society’. Skills at the core of humanities-based education, such as succinct and persuasive communication coupled with critical analysis, were consistently cited as the basis of this adaptive capacity.

A recent study of the Australian Bachelor of Arts degree identified problem solving and communication as the BA graduate skills that employers most valued. These skills are also highly relevant to the business of securing employment and moving between jobs. The flexibility and mobility of contemporary work routines means that developing transferable skills will be essential to long-term job success across multiple sectors. In practice, the flexible nature of contemporary work means that ‘career management skills’ are now the key determinate factor in long-term career success.

Deloitte Millennial Survey 2018 – The Australian Cut

New capabilities are needed for new jobs of the future. Lifelong education and training for all Australians needs to prepare both young and old for new and different jobs and employment models. Automation, robotics and artificial intelligence are heightening the importance of skills in creativity, problem solving, advanced reasoning, complex judgement, social interaction and emotional intelligence. An objective for trainers and educators is to equip students with skills, knowledge and capabilities which are complementary to advanced artificial intelligence (not attempting to compete with it). Job tasks which are routine, repetitive, structured and rules-based are likely to be automated over coming decades. Training in specific tasks of this nature may hold lesser value than learning enduring concepts, knowledge and capabilities.

In these regards, the creative sector is expected to become increasingly important as a contributor to the national economy and the job market. Existing and new jobs are likely to require a creative approach to perform non-routine tasks and solve problems, while future workers are likely to appreciate an opportunity to act creatively.

The physical mobility of labour is now so normalised that a 2014 survey of over 20,000 people worldwide found nearly two-thirds of respondents were already working abroad or willing to move overseas for work. The movement towards globalisation is further accelerated by new
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33 ACMA (2013) *Home is Where the Work is*.
35 N. Harvey & M. Shahjahan (2013) *Employability of Bachelor of Arts Graduates*.
technologies, which make it possible for people to work offshore to provide services. By one estimate, up to 11% of service sector jobs in Australia could be filled by overseas workers.\textsuperscript{38} The increasing normalisation of a globalised workforce presents new opportunities for people to choose when and where they work, and to adopt more flexible working practices.

5. Everyone will benefit from improved understanding of HASS


Often the deep web of connections that link growth to broader societal values remains unspoken. Instead of focusing on welfare, the measurement of economic progress and consequently economic analysis and policy are dominated by headline GDP numbers, encouraging the confusion of means and ends. Yet economic growth should not be an end in itself. It should contribute to human welfare, be rooted in political legitimacy, and be defined and measured based on a multidimensional notion of economic progress.

NESTA’s 2017 report on the Future of Skills\textsuperscript{39} strongly emphasises the need to consider increased automation alongside ‘other relevant trends, including globalisation, population ageing, urbanisation and the rise of the green economy.’ The report identifies a tension between our ‘economic and social lives’ as ‘structural change once again disrupts employment levels and occupational patterns’, concluding that: ‘History is a reminder that investment in skills must be at the centre of any long-term strategy for adjusting to structural change’.

Just as science, technology, engineering and maths will play a key role in our technologically advanced future, it is evident that the transformation of society will be powered in large part by creativity, critical thinking, human interaction and design. The HASS disciplines are indispensable but undervalued in this context.

6. Recommendations

We recommend three actions based on this report:

1. That this report is used to seed a major, national program of industry-funded research into the value of HASS degrees to the national and global economies;
2. That the report is tabled as an official document to the Universities Australia secretariat with a view to greater support and collaboration across the UA and our peak body; and


3. That DASSH commences a strategy of communications around the value of HASS degrees and engages a range of partners in the process including learned academies, university partners, government and industry, and national Vice Chancellors.
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